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Emily and her winged horse, face an ancient challenge of Olympic proportions in this fourth book of

the exciting Pegasus series.A deadly plague has struck Olympus. While the Olympians fade one by

one, Emilyâ€™s heart breaks as she watches, particularly when Pegasus begins to slip away.

Determined to save him, she embarks on an investigation that takes her back in time to the origins

of Olympus and to the deadly battle between the Olympians and the Titans. In the present, she

must face the force of the CRU. In the past, she must confront Cronus, the father of the gods and

leader of the Titans, who is intent on destroying his offspring. When Emily encounters the full power

of the flame and a discovery that could change the face of history, will she make the right decisions?

And in the race against time to save Pegasus, will Olympus find its true hero?
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7*******This is the fourth book in the Pegasus Series. I absolutely LOVED it!Emily is The Flame of

Olympus. She thought she was an ordinary girl, but she is very special. She is a fantastic character,

who has faced many challenges in the previous books and triumphed. When her beloved

Olympians become ill, she embarks on her biggest adventure yet.I have a soft spot for Emily and

Pegasus, and when I heard that this book was due for release, I immediately pre-ordered it! This is

a fantastic adventure, filled with danger and amazing twists and surprises. In this story, we are



taken on an amazing journey through time and space. We get to meet the Titans as they battle with

the Olympians in ancient Greece. The action is intense, and we meet a lot of new characters

including Stella and Vulcan. Emily makes a shocking discovery in this story that changes her life

once again. I found myself getting rather emotional in places, as there are some very sad scenes,

but there is also a few witty scenes that had me smiling. I struggled to put this book down, and was

disgruntled when I had to! I love the imagery created by Kate O'Hearn, as it felt like I was actually

there.Kate O'Hearn has created a world for Pegasus and the other Olympians that is completely

believable. I love her writing style, which is very descriptive and flows beautifully. She is now one of

my favourite authors. I love this series, and I hope there are more adventures to come! I highly

recommend this book, and series, to children of 11+ and adults alike, as this is one of the most

exciting stories I have read in a long time. - Lynn Worton (WaAR)

My daughter who is 9 just LOVES this series!! There is a little too much blood/etc. for me. We are

lucky to have a daughter whose lexile score is high, but what comes with that is content that can be

a little questionable. All in all, she reads and has advised me that she would recommend this book

series to everyone! :-D

Never have I ever loved a book from a series so much before! This book is perfect for those who

enjoy drama, romance, sorrow, and action. This is far by the best book in the Pegasus series I have

ever read. To those who are fans of the series I must say. You're in for quite a treat!

Our 11-year-old, who loves Greek and Roman mythology, will normally only gravitate towards

graphic novels. And, although she has read some of the books from the Percy Jackson series, she

was not terribly a fan of them. But this novel she absolutely loved as it had a female protagonist with

whom she could identify. She's asked to read the rest of the books in this series, and looks forward

to being wildly entertained again!

This was the best book ever. I could have DIED while reading this. It made me laugh and cry, think

and be confused, and most of all, be right with them the whole time. I felt all their emotions and pain.

This book was great. I hope there comes a 5th Pegasus to end the series with happiness.

This was a great end of the Pegasus series. Emily and Joel watch as Pegasus and the Olympians

slowly start to fade. Crocus Or Saturn the evil titan Lord is in war with his sons Hades, Zeus and



Poseidon or Pluto, Jupiter and Neptune. I like that Kate includes some Greek Mythology. A girl

Stella lives in the Athens, Greece. The big box contains a stone that ages the Olympians and

eventually killed them. The phrase that is still in Emily's head what am I ? If you want to find out

what happens, read the book Origins of Olympus. Pegasus book 4 by Kate O'Hearn

THESE BOOKS ARE THE GREATEST BOOKS OF ALL TIME!!!!!!! I am up untill 2:00 am reading

these books. Emily's connection with Pegs would make ANY CRU agent turn good, which is why

Agent B fought for them twords the end. I think that anyon who is looking fo something to get

addicted to should read these books ASAP.PLEASE MAKE MORE BOOKS KATE!Emily should hav

been able to heal Stella's legs. As soon as Stella eats ambroisa, Emily could heal her whenever she

wants. I also agree with other reders. Paelen should have a romance.(Looks at Stella) Not that his

relationship with Brue isnt HILARIOUS, it really is, but Paelen has a broken heart after Emily choses

Joel and NEEDS a love life. SRYSLY. Please Kate, there aee still so man unanswered questions,

just MAKE ANOTHER BOOK FOR THE GREATEST SEIRES OF ALL TIME! I WOULD DIE IF YOU

STOPPED!

My 8 year old daughter and I love this whole series! We read the other books together at bedtime,

but when it was time for this one, we couldn't stop ourselves from reading it all at once! She read it

all in one day, and I read it all the next day. Then we talked about it and our favorite parts.Highly

recommend this series!
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